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From all of us at Council, wishing

from Fanshawe, Mohawk, Langara

Council Members this year, as well

and Olds (via conference call) were

as announcements on our AGM &

in full force. It was great to see such

Conference and the Annual Norman

an eager group of students this

Pearson Golf Classic. I look forward

year. The students provide informa-

to attending and seeing all of you

tive updates and articles within

at one of the events.

this issue. Thanks again to all of

all our members a very Happy New

you for your enthusiasm and hard

As always, remember to “ Stay

Year!

work.

Connected” with the Association
and with each other.

We had our ﬁrst Council meeting

A big thank you to our Member

of the 2018/2019 year this past

Spotlights this issue, Jacqueline

George T. Zajac, CPT, MCIP, RPP

November after our successful AGM

Savoie and Candice Hood, who are

Co-Executive Director, CACPT

& Conference in Hamilton. Thank

two upcoming members.

you again to all our speakers, sponsors, schools and to those who

It should be another exciting year

attended.

for the Association. Look for
upcoming workshops and social

At our well attended November

events in Alberta, British Columbia,

2018 Council meeting, the students

and also Ontario, planned by our
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This deep desire to improve both typical and atypical spaces for all

Member Spotlight:
Jacqueline
Savoie

individuals follows me through all of my designs and may help deﬁne me.
While at university studying geogra-

some of whom have become life-

phy, I met a professional in the

long f riends. It is impossible to

planning ﬁeld, and someone I would

realize at the time, just how signiﬁ-

later look up to as a mentor. His

cant these relationships are and will

passion for teaching planning

be moving forward both profession-

theory, policy, and how it is imple-

ally and in your personal life. This

mented in the real world was fasci-

community of planning technicians

nating and resonated with me.

is genuinely made up of individuals

Beyond his courses, he was an

interested in learning and passing

entrepreneur, starting his own

along knowledge. As a fresh gradu-

highly successful heritage planning

ate I feared the element of competi-

consulting ﬁrm and moving on from

tion for jobs would follow us into our

municipal planning. I believe his

careers but it was quite the opposite.

My story may be like many others.

example and mentorship played an

If you succeed, we all succeed. If you

Entering First Year at Queen's

integral role in my educational path,

develop stronger CAD/GIS skills, all

University in Kingston, ON, I had no

and eventually led me to Mohawk

levels and disciplines involved

real idea where my education would

College's Planning Technician

beneﬁt from your higher level of

take me. While I had a few avenues in

program in Hamilton, ON. After

expertise. As you progress, it is

mind, my path was not clear or

returning home to B.C. for 1 year, I

equally important to be knowledge-

direct. Prior to Queen's I had spent

moved back to Ontario to start the

able with trends in your ﬁeld and to

my entire life growing up in two

program and was blown away by the

always know your worth. I believe

small towns in British Columbia,

support provided by staff such as

this is vital for success and advance-

where planning was neither pro-

Joan Keating and fellow classmates,

ment as a planning technician.

gressive, nor fast-paced. Despite the
lull of my environment, I spent my
childhood greatly interested in the

It may be cliché, but it's true - it's all about getting

relationship between people, space,

your foot in the door. That is why for Mohawk's

and place. Trips to big cities exposed
me to the growth happening else-

work placement program, I made it my top priority

where, and always had me thinking,

to research the company that would afford me

“What else is out there?” I was
fascinated by different groups of

the best chance of employment upon graduating.

people experiencing the same space
differently. Some of my earliest

With the end of my program nearing, and 6 years of post-secondary educa-

memories included experiencing

tion under my belt, I was anxious for full-time work. I was looking for a sup-

the difﬁculties of accessing and

portive environment where I could learn while gaining valuable professional

maneuvering through buildings

experience. It may be cliché, but it's true - it's all about getting your foot in

with my mother who is physically

the door. That is why for Mohawk's work placement program, I made it my

disabled. Entrance ramps were hard

top priority to research the company that would afford me the best chance

to come by, and when they were

of employment upon graduating. I chose IBI Group for that very reason.

present, they were excessively long
constructions and poorly placed.
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....continued from P2
With multiple ofﬁces across Ontario,

Group in Waterloo by the ﬁrst week

while still trying to get applications

I knew my odds would be better

of June. While it looked like a seam-

out and line up employment after

than with other companies. I com-

less transition from the outside, the

graduation. As someone accus-

pleted an internship at IBI Group

reality was that the months leading

tomed to an exam and essay-heavy

Hamilton, and received exceptional

up were high pressure, long hours,

type of education, the year-end

mentorship f rom planners, such

hundreds of resumes, countless

presentation was intimidating, but

as John Ariens and fellow CACPT

cover letter edits, mock interviews,

exciting. Looking back, I get the

member Tracy Tucker. I was incredi-

taking advantage of all resources at

same sort of rush when a tight

bly fortunate to ﬁnd work soon after

my disposal, ﬁne tuning my portfo-

deadline comes up and that amaz-

graduating. School wrapped up in

lio, and so on. It was a challenge

ing satisfaction when you get the job

April, and I began working for IBI

completing time sensitive tasks

done and pull through as a team.

Today, I keep busy with projects from all over southwestern Ontario, and have even been involved in projects out of
the London, UK ofﬁce. Under the experienced guidance of my manager, Douglas W. Stewart, and other senior
planners, as well as a handful of civil engineering technologists, I have learned a great deal about the planning process,
technical design and the importance in inter-departmental support. I regularly consult with multiple departments,
including surveying, architecture, engineering and landscape architecture in an effort to be resourceful, increase my
accuracy, and expand my knowledge of how my designs have implications in other disciplines. As the only planning
technician at my ofﬁce, I must work diligently to ensure plans are submitted to required standards, which vary greatly
within a small geographic region. Despite many successful submissions, I still wait anxiously to get a “thumbs up”
back from the City, Region, etc.
When I ﬁrst started, I had two main individuals training me and showing me the ropes. Over a year later, I have a mental
rolodex of some 20+ people I could call upon to ask for help, advice, or even just a point in the right direction. Many of
these people are not in the planning ﬁeld, but as a planning technician you often dabble in other ﬁelds, so it is
important to have support in all areas. Through this constant learning process, I have had the opportunity to expand
my skills beyond traditional planning technician duties and into the engineering side by learning how to create grading, cross-sections, and proﬁles for the extraction of aggregate pits and quarries. I have even supported the architecture department when they have been swamped. I have completed draft plans of subdivision for sites as large as 30
hectares with 500+ homes, underground parking plans and the design of accessible parking, brainstormed concepts
for clients with no idea what they want to do with a site, created AutoTURN turning movement plans, severance
plans, preparations for pre-consultation, Environmental Assessments, and LPAT (OMB) hearings, consulted with
outside agencies such as sub-consultants (surveyors, developers) and City staff, conducted due diligence reports, and
much more.
My interests and personal experiences early in life sent me on a path to urban planning. What I learned through
school provided the opportunity to start my career, but working in a multi-disciplinary environment, demonstrated
the need to keep learning and gathering knowledge in order to shape the urban city. I look forward to taking on
new challenges and more responsibility in the future.
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2018 Alberta Workshop - "Inﬁll Development in Edmonton”

In October of 2018, the CACPT

In 2014, the City created a new strate-

administrative work plan, Inﬁll

Western Chapter hosted the annual

gic action plan called, The Inﬁll

Roadmap 2018. This work plan seeks

Alberta Conference in Edmonton,

Roadmap. This action plan included a

to create alternative housing choices

Alberta. This year's conference theme

number of actions to welcome more

presently not readily available in

was Inﬁll Development in Edmonton.

small-scale inﬁll development into

many older neighbourhoods, includ-

We heard f rom guest speakers

the older neighbourhoods of the

ing missing middle housing forms.

from the City of Edmonton and the

city. This included the changing of

These forms include row housing,

I n ﬁ l l D eve l o p m e n t Ed m o n to n

the Zoning Bylaw to allow for

courtyard housing and small apart-

Association (IDEA).

the subdivision of existing lots into

ment housing. The new Inﬁll

two narrower lots. Other actions

Roadmap 2018 also includes more

Edmonton is a city approaching one

included changes to the Zoning

opportunities for gentle density, like

million people. In the 2016 federal

Bylaw to allow for more accessory

secondary suites and garden suites.

census, Edmonton was one of the

dwelling units, including secondary

These housing forms allow for more

fastest growing cities in Canada, and

suits (in the basement of single

density on a site without impacting

was also one of the youngest cities

detached homes) as well as garden

the streetscape of the existing

in Canada. To date, the city has seen

suites at the rear of the property.

neighbourhood.

areas of the city to welcome these

As the implementation of the ﬁrst

Following the presentation by the

new people. In more recent years, the

Inﬁll Roadmap was wrapping up in

City of Edmonton, we heard from

signiﬁcant growth in the greenﬁeld

city has also seen tremendous

2016, Administration began working

Mick Graham, President of the Inﬁll

growth in the downtown following

on a new strategic work plan for inﬁll

Development Edmonton Assoc-

the completion of Rogers Place,

development. This project was called

iation (IDEA). Mick gave a compelling

however the older suburbs of the city

Evolving Inﬁll. Over the course of

presentation about the importance

have remained fairly stable with

almost two years, Administration

of inﬁll development in creating a

minimal redevelopment.

engaged with thousands of Edmon-

truly sustainable city. IDEA has a

tonians f rom different ages and

strong focus on creating people-

We ﬁrst heard from Daniel Boric,

stages in life. The main questions that

centred communities through

Principal Planner, from the City of

drove the Evolving Inﬁll project was,

the exploration of alternative inﬁll

Edmonton, who described the

“How do we welcome more people

housing forms, including missing

journey of the Evolving Inﬁll project in

and new homes into our older neigh-

middle forms. Through working

creating more opportunities for inﬁll

bourhoods?” What resulted was

development in the city.

the creation of the latest strategic
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...continued from P4

GIS and Urban Planning at Fanshawe College

with residents, builders and city
Administration, IDEA will continue

Currently at Fanshawe College us

while following the BDC zoning

to be a leader in moving Edmonton

ﬁrst year students in the GIS and

bylaws. In CAD we are ﬁnishing up

towards a city of two million people.

Urban Planning program are wrap-

our draft site plans on a local site

ping up our ﬁrst semester in the

while following the City of London

A unique feature at this year's conf-

upcoming weeks. During the course

zoning bylaws. In ArcMap we are

erence were the various public

of the semester we have taken

becoming familiar with the toolbox

engagement activities undertaken

classes such as: Land Use Plan-

and creating data ﬂow diagrams

with the attendees. These activities

ning, Site Planning, Geographical

within out last assignment. All of

showcased some of the public

Information Systems 1 (GIS1), CAD -

these assignments with a sole

engagement techniques utilized to

U rba n P l a n n i n g , Pre s e n t a t i o n

purpose of showcasing them within

help create the new Inﬁll Roadmap

G ra p h i c s a n d a n i n t ro d u c to r y

our portfolio's that we are working

2018. Attendees were able to work

Cooperative education class to

on in presentation graphics. The

together to explore how the CACPT

better prepare us for our 12+ week

portfolio is something we can

can help them in their work, and in

summer work term. While develop-

change and develop over the course

furthering the profession in Alberta.

ing skills in programs such as:

of the program and is beneﬁcial to

AutoCAD, ArcMap, SketchUp,

bring to potential co-op placement

We look forward to staying con-

Layout, Photoshop and InDesign.

interviews. We are excited for the

nected with IDEA and the City of

During our last week of classes we

next semester to continue learning

Edmonton in furthering the plan-

are completing our mixed use

about GIS and AutoCAD while

ning technician ﬁeld in Alberta.

commercial development site plan

continuing to develop new skills.

Daniel Boric, CPT, MCIP, RPP

Rayne Jones

CACPT Alberta Representative

Fanshawe College Student

First Semester for Second Years at Fanshawe
Our second year at Fanshawe swung us right into action from where we left off in April. Just as it was during winter 2018,
courses this semester were diverse in their range of material. Amongst the many projects we did, we had a class trip to
Montréal, we got our ﬁrst taste of ArcGIS Pro, we collected primary data through GPS units, ESRI software and observational surveys, we each created both a conceptual road & block plan and a draft plan of subdivision for the London's
historic Psychiatric Hospital lands, and we built complex models for optimal site selection using Model Builder in ArcMap.
Each project had a unique learning objective that was different than the last, allowing the other students and I to learn
many new techniques in ESRI software and AutoCAD, as well as expand our knowledge of planning policy and history.
As this ﬁrst semester is drawing to a close, I can say with certainty that it was busy and had challenged us in ways we had
not experienced before. It made it both a stressful and enjoyable semester (if that is possible) and allows me to look
forward to another exciting four months in the New Year that will lead each of us into the workplace or other academic ventures as graduates.
Nathan Hanas
Fanshawe College Student
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Member Spotlight:
Candice Hood,
CPT

program at Mohawk College in 2010.

returned to Mohawk to complete

Candice entered the program with a

the term project. Like all Mohawk

mindset that planning law and

graduates, Candice was given a

planning policy was most logical;

property where she needed to apply

however, being introduced to the

all the concepts and skills gained

world of AutoCAD, Candice was

throughout the program. Candice

constantly being tested. This com-

developed her vision of the site by

puter program would become very

designing a mixed-use comm-

challenging at times and more

ercial/ofﬁce building design which

energy had to be dedicated to her

promoted a live-work relationship

courses involving AutoCAD and

and included environmental stew-

design. Going forward, Candice

ardship. The process of completing

always preferred planning policy.

this project, including preparing
multiple options and spending 30+

Candice knew work experience

hours ﬁnalizing the design, con-

would help combine many of the

veyed to Candice the importance of

Candice Hood, a recent full member

concepts taught at Mohawk. In the

AutoCAD and the value it was

of the CACPT as of this year, would

summer going into her second year,

becoming. However, after gradua-

like to discuss her journey to becom-

Candice worked as a student for

tion, Candice was still leery of the

ing a Certiﬁed Planning Technician.

Halton Region in the Planning

computer program.

Though Candice feels like she start-

and Legislative Services as an

ed her career later in life, she has

Employment Surveyor. When it

After graduating, Candice decided

always remained positive and tried

came time to complete Mohawk's

to continue to better herself through

to treat every obstacle as an oppor-

co-op placement, Candice had the

further education. She was accept-

tunity.

opportunity to work with Halton

ed into the Environment & Urban

Region once again. She worked

Sustainability program At Ryerson

To start, Candice enrolled at Brock

in the Community Planning Depart-

University in 2013. Here, Candice

University in Human Geography in

ment and it was during this co-op

welcomed the opportunity to learn

2007. It was here that Candice

position where she gained conﬁ-

and ﬁne tune the necessary soft

cultivated a strong regard for the

dence in planning policy. Candice's

skills to grow her knowledge and

environment and human patterns.

main role was to review and com-

experience. In her second year,

After taking introductory courses in

ment on planning applications such

Candice volunteered for an environ-

Urban Planning in her second year,

as Minor Variance and Consent

mental organization as a data entry

Candice immediately knew that this

applications. Her role involved

assistant. Through her hard work

was the ﬁeld that could combine her

reviewing Regional planning poli-

and dedication, she was offered a

many interests and the direction she

cies as well as the subject lands in

position as a Campaign Manager

wanted to pursue. After her third

ArcGIS to conﬁrm that there were no

which included the responsibility of

year, Candice exchanged essay

impacts to any policy or environ-

providing comments f rom the

writing for a planning program that

mental features. Candice also had

public on the provincial review of

would provide her with the technical

the opportunity to participate in pre-

the Greenbelt Plan (2017).

skills needed to enter into the work

consultation meetings as well as

force.

attend an OMB hearing (now LPAT)

After graduation, Candice began

regarding a planning application.

her search for employment which

Following the placement, Candice

...continued on P7

After graduating, Candice began the
Urban and Regional Planning – GIS
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...continued from P6

CACPT 2018 AGM & Conference

combined her many interests. In this search, Candice
developed a strategy which demonstrated her desire to
work in the industry and continue to combine her various
pursuits. This strategy paid off as Candice came to work for a
civil engineering ﬁrm in an administrative supporting role
and came to work with multiple departments: Geotechnical,
Environmental and Infrastructure. This job title may not be
recognized as a Planning related position; however, Candice
had the hard skills of AutoCAD and some GIS. This role
eventually included an opportunity to work with engineering drawings and hone her AutoCAD skills. Here Candice
prepared drawings to support Geotechnical reports and
reviewed planning documents to assist the Infrastructure
staff. This work experience allowed Candice to grow her skills,
understand this new industry and the other disciplines
relationship with planning. Importantly, it demonstrated

The Association's Annual General Meeting and Professional

how broad the role of a Planning Technician really is.

Development Conference was held on October 19th, 2018 in
Hamilton, Ontario.

This work experience paid off and Candice was offered a job
at Corbett Land Strategies Inc., as a Planning Technician, for

As always, it was a fun and informative day, as we cele-

a new ﬁrm that specializes in land use and development

brated our 40th anniversary and the theme this year was

approvals. Thrust into the ﬁre in her ﬁrst week, Candice was

“CACPT40 – Rethinking Transportation”, focusing on the

tasked with completing several plans including a

City of Hamilton's master transportation plan.

Conceptual Site Plan as well as Draft plan of Subdivision.
Candice set to work in applying her skill set to respond to the

Thank you again for everyone attending, all the merit

challenge at hand. Through her past education, experience

and tenure award winners, our speakers and of course

in site design and her desire for constant improvement,

all our sponsors. Without all of you, there would be no

Candice started watching YouTube videos, reading

Conference every year.

AutoCAD forums and studying former Site Plans to re-learn
everything that was taught in the Mohawk program.

Finally, a big thank you to my Co-Executive Director, Cathy

Again, this paid off and by the end of her ﬁrst year,

for another great day.

Burke, as well as to Danielle Beck and the rest of Council
Candice's role expanded to include site analysis in
order to calculate the Net Developable Area, designing

Looking forward to seeing you all at this year's AGM &

different types of plans, reviewing planning policy, prepara-

Conference.

tion of planning reports, and project management
responsibilities. Candice works with a fellow Mohawk

“Stay Connected”

graduate, which has helped in fostering a positive work
environment. This has also demonstrated that the industry

George T. Zajac, CPT, MCIP, RPP

is a small one. So it is best to help one another, as more

Co-Executive Director, CACPT

than likely, your paths may cross again. Candice hopes that
students and new graduates will ﬁnd value in her shared
journey.
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Mohawk College's Urban and Regional Planning Program

At Mohawk College's Urban and Regional Planning program, both ﬁrst and second year students are busy completing
assignments, studying for tests and enjoying the college experience.
First year students have adjusted to the rigorous demands of the program. For many of them it is their ﬁrst exposure
to the world of planning and its diverse range of topics including the fundamentals of municipal infrastructure and
the relationship between government and the planning industry in Ontario.
Second year students are starting to see how everything they have learned over the last year and a half ﬁts together.
Through their constant creating, reviewing and critiquing of draft plans they are becoming experts in AutoCAD while
also learning the ﬁner details of the Planning Act and the Zoning By-Laws of several municipalities. One project which
students particularly enjoyed was the designing of a preliminary draft plan of subdivision in Binbrook, Ontario. The
project gave students the opportunity to apply both their theoretical and practical knowledge to draft a community
that conforms to the Town of Glanbrook's Zoning By-Laws.
For many students, the most interesting part of the curriculum is learning how both creativity and legislation are
required to shape our sense of place and community. It is this realization that makes them happy to know that they are
all investing time, energy and passion into acquiring both the knowledge and skills that can tangibly change communities for the better.
Anthony Salemi – 1st Year
Andrew Vrana – 1st Year
Robert Marsalla – 2nd Year
Kevin D'Souza – 2nd Year
Mohawk College CACPT Student Representatives

Attention all Professionals: We Need Your Help!
The CACPT is working on establishing a program that will allow students to shadow a working planning professional
for a day. We need your help to make the success of this program possible! Council will be reaching out to all of our
working members to gauge who would be interested in having a student follow them around for a full or half day. Our
goal of the program is to provide an environment for students across Canada to get a hands on feel for what a typical
ofﬁce environment would be like and understand all of the different tasks and responsibilities that the planning
professionals in an organization face on a daily basis.
All members and students, please stay tuned for upcoming details regarding our “Shadow a Professional for a Day”
program!

cacpt.org
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TD Environmental Design Competition 2019

Designing for Life in Transit Villages - March 16, 2019 at Fanshawe College

2018 Winners: Jonathan Hann, Tarea Heshka,
Angela Denomme, and Samantha Labert
TD Submisson Requirements 2019
TD Urban Design Poster 2019
For information, contact Professor William Pol at: wpol@fanshwec.ca.

cacpt.org
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Planning in Hamilton

With the recent municipal elections in Hamilton, ON,

Much of the proposed development in Hamilton is

certain civic issues are at the forefront of everyone's

located near the route of the planned LRT corridor along

minds. Access to transit, crumbling infrastructure, lack

Main Street. Thirty mid-to-large are already planned

of affordable housing, and the rising cost of living

along the route, and the city expects 108 developments

are all problems that Hamiltonians are dealing with.

over the next 15 years.² Zoning has already been changed

Home buyers have been faced with rising house prices

along the route to accommodate denser development.

over the past several years. Rising prices have caused a
shift in where homes are being bought, with trends

The increase in demand for apartment style units pres-

suggesting the east end of Hamilton becoming more

ents an issue as well as an opportunity for planning in

desirable to buyers.

Hamilton. Zoning bylaws may need to be re-evaluated to
assess if density in certain neighbourhoods could be

An interesting development is the increase in popularity

increased to accommodate more apartment units.

of condo-apartment units, rather than single-detached

Transit projects also may need to accelerate to move an

dwellings. The average single-detached dwelling in

inﬂux of people. However, with more dense units, the city

Hamilton-Burlington is priced near $600,000, which is

will be able to take advantage of increased tax revenue

out of reach of many in the GTHA. According to the

and more efﬁcient use of existing infrastructure.

Hamilton Spectator, 1,800 new condo apartment units
have been added in Hamilton from January to October.¹

As demographics change in the city, and the population

The average over the past ﬁve years has been 737 new

of Hamilton continues to grow rapidly, planners will have

units per year, and it is clear demand for condo units

their work cut out for them in ensuring Hamilton beco-

is exploding. This can be attributed to a change in

mes a thriving urban centre with opportunity for all.

demographics, with a larger proportion of households
containing no children or downsizing retirees.

Anthony Salemi
Mohawk College Student

¹ McNeil, M. (2018, November 30). Home buyers move east in Hamilton and are turning to condos. The Hamilton
Spectator. Retrieved November 30, 2018, from https://www.thespec.com/news-story/9059294-home-buyers-moveeast-in-hamilton-and-are-turning-to-condos/
² Van Dongen, M. (2018, October 17). Will an LRT election derail development? The Hamilton Spectator. Retrieved
November 30, 2018, from https://www.thespec.com/news-story/8972254-will-an-lrt-election-derail-development-/
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Langara College Update

At Langara College, students are ﬁnishing ﬁrst term of a three term program. It has been a busy term of ﬁve courses
and one special topics class. The term began with one week-long prerequisite course students completed in order
to begin other the regular four courses. This course was an Introduction to Planning. The special topics class was a
day-long crash course on Transportation Planning. The regular courses have been Law, GIS, Methods in Planning,
and Theory in Planning. Although mostly practical and applied learning, it has been a useful mix of theory as well this
term to understand the foundations of planning. After a condensed term, students are now entering the exam
season for these courses.
Ellen Hayes
Langara College Student

New & Upgraded CACPT Members
Associate Members

Full Members

Paul Zhao,

Adam Charnaw,

Joseph Sanseverino,

City of Peterborough

MPlan Inc.

City of Hamilton

Kathryn Jones,

Gordon Curnow,

Clayton Barker,

Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville

MHBC Planning

M.C. Engineering

Richard Davenport,

Michelle Nicol,

Richard Domes,

Lower Sackville, NS

GSP Group

Gagnon, Walker, Domes
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CACPT Council Members

President

Councillors at Large

Fanshawe Representatives

Lauren Kubilis, CPT

Candice Hood, CPT

Jacob Smith, Rayne Jones, Robert

president@cacpt.org

candice.hood@cacpt.org

Wojtalski, and Evan Falcone
(First Year)

Kris Orsan, CPT

Vice President

kris.orsan@cacpt.org

Emily Byford-Vicari and Nathan
Hanas (Second Year)

Stephen Morriss, CPT
James Warren, CPT

vicepresident@cacpt.org

james.warren@cacpt.org

Mohawk Representatives

Mohammad Kamruzzaman, CPT

Andrew Vrana and Anthony Salemi

mohammad.kamruzzaman@cacpt.org

(First Year)

Registrar
Diane LeBreton CPT, MCIP, RPP
registration@cacpt.org
Secretary

Ben Misener, CPT

Robert Marsalla, Paul Clark, Hanna

ben.misener@cacpt.org

Hack, and Kevin D'Souza
(Second Year)

Ashley Kirec, CPT

Daniel Boric, CPT

secretary@cacpt.org

dan.boric@cacpt.org
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